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Mutualisms are key components of biodiversity and ecosystem function, yet the forces maintaining them are poorly understood. We investigated the effects of removing large mammals on an ant-plant mutualism in an African savanna. Ten years of large-herbivore exclusion reduced the nectar productivity of host plants (A. drepanolobium) and increased thorns that serve as ant housing (T. penzigi). It has never been shown. However, although the thorniness of the host tree increases, its growth rate decreases. In contrast, C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of all trees.

The remaining two ant species, C. nigriceps and T. penzigi, also occur in relatively low abundance (~15% and ~17% of trees, respectively), and each uses distinctive behaviors that reduce the likelihood of host takeover by competing superior C. mimosaef and C. sjostedti. Crematogaster nigriceps is an effective defender of host plants (13) and, exclusively among the four ant species, does not nest in domatia but rather in stem cavities excavated by the larvae of long-horned beetles (Cerambycidae). Under natural conditions, C. mimosaef is the most abundant ant symbiont, occupying ~52% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

We investigated the effects of large mammals on the ant-Acacia mutualism in an African savanna. The thornier the host tree, the less nectar it produces. However, although the thorniness of the host tree increases, its growth rate decreases. In contrast, C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

The remaining two ant species, C. nigriceps and T. penzigi, also occur in relatively low abundance (~15% and ~17% of trees, respectively), and each uses distinctive behaviors that reduce the likelihood of host takeover by competing superior C. mimosaef and C. sjostedti. Crematogaster nigriceps is an effective defender of host plants (13) and, exclusively among the four ant species, does not nest in domatia but rather in stem cavities excavated by the larvae of long-horned beetles (Cerambycidae). Under natural conditions, C. mimosaef is the most abundant ant symbiont, occupying ~52% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

We investigated the effects of large mammals on the ant-Acacia mutualism in an African savanna. The thornier the host tree, the less nectar it produces. However, although the thorniness of the host tree increases, its growth rate decreases. In contrast, C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

The remaining two ant species, C. nigriceps and T. penzigi, also occur in relatively low abundance (~15% and ~17% of trees, respectively), and each uses distinctive behaviors that reduce the likelihood of host takeover by competing superior C. mimosaef and C. sjostedti. Crematogaster nigriceps is an effective defender of host plants (13) and, exclusively among the four ant species, does not nest in domatia but rather in stem cavities excavated by the larvae of long-horned beetles (Cerambycidae). Under natural conditions, C. mimosaef is the most abundant ant symbiont, occupying ~52% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

The remaining two ant species, C. nigriceps and T. penzigi, also occur in relatively low abundance (~15% and ~17% of trees, respectively), and each uses distinctive behaviors that reduce the likelihood of host takeover by competing superior C. mimosaef and C. sjostedti. Crematogaster nigriceps is an effective defender of host plants (13) and, exclusively among the four ant species, does not nest in domatia but rather in stem cavities excavated by the larvae of long-horned beetles (Cerambycidae). Under natural conditions, C. mimosaef is the most abundant ant symbiont, occupying ~52% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.

The remaining two ant species, C. nigriceps and T. penzigi, also occur in relatively low abundance (~15% and ~17% of trees, respectively), and each uses distinctive behaviors that reduce the likelihood of host takeover by competing superior C. mimosaef and C. sjostedti. Crematogaster nigriceps is an effective defender of host plants (13) and, exclusively among the four ant species, does not nest in domatia but rather in stem cavities excavated by the larvae of long-horned beetles (Cerambycidae). Under natural conditions, C. mimosaef is the most abundant ant symbiont, occupying ~52% of all trees at our sites, whereas C. sjostedti occupies ~16% of host plants.
situated within three replicate blocks of the Kenya Long-Term Exclusion Experiment (KLEE) (18). In each block, two plots were accessible to all wildlife, and in the other two (hereafter called “exclusions”), all wild herbivores >15 kg had been excluded continuously since 1995 (18, 19). This gave us six replicates per treatment, divided among three blocks in a stratified random design (19, 20).

In the absence of browsing by large herbivores, *A. drepanolobium* trees decreased their investment toward supporting symbiotic ants. A single decade of herbivore exclusion resulted in reduced rewards (both extrafloral nectaries and swollen thorns) provided to ants by trees (Fig. 1). Within exclusions, reduction of leaf nectar gland rewards was strongest for trees occupied by *C. sjostedti* and *C. mimosae*, whereas the abundance of “active” nectaries (11) did not decline significantly on trees occupied by *C. nigriceps* (Fig. 1A). From the plant’s perspective, the pruning behavior of *C. nigriceps* may simulate browsing by herbivores, inducing host trees to provide more rewards to *C. nigriceps* symbionts even in the absence of browsers (11, 20, 21).

Production of domatia by host trees was also significantly reduced by herbivore exclusion (Fig. 1B). Similar to the observed reductions that occurred for nectaries, reductions in swollen-thorn densities for host plants occupied by *C. nigriceps* were negligible relative to trees occupied by the other three ant species. Differences in the density of active nectaries and swollen thorns between exclusion treatments almost certainly do not result from trait-specific variation in tree recruitment or survivorship over the 10-year duration of this experiment; sampled host trees are estimated to be 47 to 70 years old (18), and there were no significant differences in tree density among treatments within this size class of trees [analysis of variance (ANOVA), for treatment: \( F_{1,8} = 0.37, P = 0.56 \) (18)]. Rather, reductions in swollen-thorn and nectar provisioning likely represent phytophysiologically plastic responses by host plants to the reduction of browsing pressure (18), as with previous studies demonstrating both the relaxation and experimental re-inducibility of stipular thorns in *A. drepanolobium* in the mammal exclusions (21).

The experimental exclusion of large herbivores caused marked shifts in the community of symbiotic ants occupying *A. drepanolobium* (Fig. 2). In the absence of browsing by large herbivores, the proportion of trees occupied by *C. sjostedti* doubled, with this species becoming the most abundant symbiont (18). In contrast, the proportion of trees occupied by *C. mimosae* decreased by more than 30% (Fig. 2). There were no significant differences between treatments in the proportion of host trees occupied by the less-common guild members *C. nigriceps* \((P = 0.4)\) and *T. penzigi* \((P = 0.9)\) (18). Herbivore exclusion also reduced the average size of individual *C. mimosae* colonies by 47% (planned contrasts, \(P < 0.001\)), while having no significant effect on average colony size for *C. sjostedti* \((P = 0.5)\), *C. nigriceps* \((P = 0.9)\), or *T. penzigi* \((P = 0.5)\) (18).

In addition to shifting the community structure and competitive relationships among ant symbionts, the exclusion of large herbivores increased the frequency of apparently antagonistic behavior by *C. mimosae*. After reductions in the production of leaf nectar glands within the herbivore-exclusion treatment, *C. mimosae* was twice as likely, on average, to tend sap-sucking homopteran scale insects (scale insects were tended on 19.4 versus 9.7% of branches surveyed for exclusions versus open plots, respectively; logistic regression, for treatment: chi-square = 12.30, df = 1, \(P = 0.007\)) (18).

In addition, aggressive recruitment in response to experimental disturbances of host plants was 50% lower for *C. mimosae* workers in herbivore exclusions versus unfenced plots (fig. S1; planned contrasts, \(P < 0.0001\)) (18), whereas herbivore exclusion had no significant effects on host-defending behaviors in the three other *Acacia*-ant species (planned contrasts, \(P > 0.4\) for all comparisons) (18). Thus, trees occupied by *C. mimosae* within exclusions are likely to experience both increased costs (due to increased tending of scale insects by their associate ants) and decreased benefits (due to the ants’ reduced aggression in response to experimentally induced disturbance).

Changes in *Acacia*-ant community structure and *C. mimosae* colony size appear to be driven by differences among the four ant species in the degree to which they depend on host-plant rewards. The greater reliance of *C. mimosae* and *C. nigriceps* on nectar rewards from host trees, relative to that of *C. sjostedti*, is indicated by their much higher rates of attendance at active nectaries [mean number of workers attending nectaries (± SEM) = 2.02 (± 0.37), 3.76 (± 0.38), and 0.1 (± 0.06) for *C. mimosae*, *C. nigriceps*,
and *C. sjostedti*, respectively; ANOVA, \( F_{2,148} = 61.04, P < 0.0001 \) (18) and by their relatively lower values of \( ^{13}N \) [a stable-isotope signature indicating that *C. sjostedti* derives a greater proportion of its diet from higher trophic levels (22), namely other arthropods (23, 24)]. When large herbivores are excluded, a reduction in the availability of active nectaries on trees appears to reduce average colony size, defense of host plants, and the relative abundance of nectar-dependent *C. mimosae*, all in favor of its parasitic competitor, *C. sjostedti*. In contrast, although *C. nigriceps* also depends heavily on nectaries, branch pruning by this species appears to maintain the production of active nectaries by its host trees (Fig. 1A), even where herbivores are absent (15, 20, 21).

The reduction in ant domatia on host trees that resulted from herbivore exclusion also had a disproportionate negative impact on *C. mimosae*. This species depends entirely on swollen thorns for nest space, whereas *C. sjostedti* houses eggs, larvae, and pupae exclusively within stem cavities excavated by cerambycid beetle larvae. Again, although *C. nigriceps* also raises young exclusively in domatia, pruning by this species may help to maintain domatia production by host trees. Finally, the relative abundance of *T. penzigi* was not influenced by herbivore exclusion. Because this species destroys its host-plant’s nectaries (16), very rarely undergoes aggressive colony expansion (25), and is often able to resist invasion by neighboring ant colonies (13), *T. penzigi* is less affected by variation in host-plant rewards than *C. mimosae*.

Because *C. sjostedti* derives much of its diet from terrestrial invertebrates, increased arthropod abundance after mammal exclusion might favor that species. However, this is unlikely to explain our results. Extensive sampling within experimental plots (18) demonstrated that neither the mean abundances of arboreal, herbaceous, and terrestrial non-ant arthropods, nor the mean biomass of herbaceous and terrestrial non-ant arthropods, differed significantly between herbivore-exclusion and control plots (t-tests, \( P > 0.1 \) for all comparisons) (18). This finding is consistent with a previous study showing no differences in total arthropod abundance across these treatments (26).

Thus, herbivore exclusion effects dramatic changes in the *Acacia*-ant community, but how do these changes feed back to the host plants themselves? Counterintuitively, the loss of large herbivores that browse on *A. drepanolobium* is likely to have strong negative impacts on the growth and survival of these trees, mediated through changes in the abundance of dominant ant symbionts. Eight years of longitudinal data for \( >1750 \) marked *A. drepanolobium* individuals (18) show that trees occupied by *C. sjostedti* grow markedly more slowly and suffer twice the mortality as compared with trees occupied by the other three ant species (Fig. 3). The reduced vigor and higher mortality of *C. sjostedti*-occupied trees are likely tied to stem damage by wood-boring cerambycid beetles that create nesting spaces for *C. sjostedti*. An ant-removal experiment (18) revealed that *C. sjostedti* actively facilitates attack of its host trees by cerambycid beetles. After 18 months, attack by long-horned beetles decreased by \( 77\% \) on trees from which *C. sjostedti* had been removed, relative to trees where colonies were left intact (Fig. 4). In contrast, *C. nigriceps* and *C. mimosae* appear to actively protect their host trees from attack by these beetles (Fig. 4). The facilitation of these highly destructive (27) tree-boring insects by *C. sjostedti* provides a mechanism for the negative impact of this ant on tree growth and survival.

Our results indicate that the large herbivores typical of African savannas have driven the evolution and maintenance of a widespread ant-*Acacia* mutualism and that their experimentally simulated extinction rapidly tips the scales away from mutualism and toward a suite of antagonistic behaviors by the interacting species. Browsing by large herbivores induces greater production of nectary and domatia rewards by trees, and these rewards in turn influence both the behavior of a specialized, mutualistic ant symbiont and the outcome of competition between this mutualist and a non-obligate host-plant parasite. Where herbivores are present, the carbohydrate subsidy provided by host trees plays a key role in the dominance of the strongly mutualistic *C. mimosae*, which is consistent with the hypothesis that plant exudates fuel dominance of canopy ant species that are specialized users of these abundant resources (28). In the absence of large herbivores, reduction in host-tree rewards to ant associates results in a breakdown in this mutualism, which has strong negative consequences for *Acacia* growth and survival. Ongoing anthropogenic loss of large herbivores throughout Africa (29, 30) may therefore have strong and unanticipated consequences for the broader communities in which these herbivores occur.

**Fig. 3.** Average annual growth (white bars ± SEM) and cumulative mortality (gray bars) for host trees occupied by the four *Acacia*-ant species over an 8-year observation period. Average annual growth increments were calculated for trees continuously occupied over an 8-year period by each ant species, with *n* = 158, 192, 162, and 75 for trees occupied by *C. sjostedti*, *C. mimosae*, *C. nigriceps*, and *T. penzigi*, respectively.

**Fig. 4.** Long-horned beetle (Cerambycidae) attack on ant-removal (gray bars ± SEM) and control trees (white bars ± SEM) occupied by the four *Acacia*-ant species (*n* = 9 to 12 trees per ant species per treatment). Significance levels for effects of ant-removal on new beetle damage sites are shown for one-way ANOVA models conducted separately on each ant species, after the discovery of a highly significant interaction (28) between ant species and the ant-removal treatment. (*), \( P = 0.07 \); **, \( P = 0.02 \); ***, \( P = 0.005 \). The left panel shows cavities excavated by boring beetle larvae within a longitudinal cross section of a main stem of *A. drepanolobium*. An adult cerambycid beetle discovered within this stem is also shown.
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Endothelial Progenitor Cells Control the Angiogenic Switch in Mouse Lung Metastasis

Dingcheng Gao, Daniel J. Nolan, Albert S. Mellick, Kathryn Bambino, Kevin McDonnell, Vivek Mittal*

Angiogenesis-mediated progression of micrometastasis to lethal macrometastasis is the major cause of death in cancer patients. Here, using mouse models of pulmonary metastasis, we identify bone marrow (BM)-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) as critical regulators of this angiogenic switch. We show that tumors induce expression of the transcription factor Id1 in the EPCs and that suppression of Id1 after metastatic colonization blocked EPC mobilization, caused angiogenesis inhibition, impaired pulmonary micrometastases, and increased survival of tumor-bearing animals. These findings establish the role of EPCs in metastatic progression in preclinical models and suggest that selective targeting of EPCs may merit investigation as a therapy for cancer patients with lung metastases.

**D**isseminated malignant primary tumor cells colonize target secondary organs, through bone marrow (BM)-derived premetastatic niches (1, 2), to form dormant micrometastases (3). In some cases, these micrometastases activate the angiogenic switch and progress to macrometastases (4, 5). The cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating the angiogenic switch and the dynamics of vessel assembly during the progression of micrometastases to macrometastases remain poorly understood, which limits the utility of antiangiogenic approaches to controlling metastasis. In this study, we have investigated whether BM-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) contribute to angiogenesis-mediated progression of micrometastases into deadly macrometastases.

To facilitate tracking of both metastatic tumor cells and BM-derived cells in vivo, we implanted Lewis lung carcinoma cells stably expressing red fluorescent protein (LLC-RFP) into syngeneic mice reconstituted with BM cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP+BM) (fig. S1A) (6). After primary tumor resection (fig. S1B), numerous RFP+ pulmonary micrometastases (<1 mm in diameter) were detected by stereomicroscopic imaging at day 14 after tumor inoculation (12 on average per animal) (fig. S1C). The total number of micrometastases increased with time (average 22 and 35 per animal at day 21 and day 28, respectively) (Fig. 1A), with a concomitant increase in macrometastases (≥1 mm in diameter, 47% at day 28) (Fig. 1A), which indicated a time window of micrometastasis to macrometastasis progression. We next determined whether this window of metastasis progression was associated with the angiogenic switch. Immunohistochemical staining showed that the micrometastatic foci (day 14) were largely avascular, as determined by a lack of CD31+ vessels (Fig. 1B, top). In contrast, macrometastatic foci (days 21 to 28) were infiltrated with many CD31+ vessels of various sizes (Fig. 1B, bottom), which suggested that these lesions had undergone an angiogenic switch during their expansion in size. As expected, many BM-derived GFP+ cells were recruited to both micro- and macro-metastases (fig. S1C and Fig. 1B). Although a majority of these cells represented hematopoietic lineages, as previously described in primary tumors (7) (fig. S2A), we focused on BM-derived endothelial cells that directly contribute to neovascularization (8). Microscopic analysis of macrometastases showed that a subset of neovessels had incorporated BM-derived endothelial cells [GFP+CD31+ (Fig. 1C)]. Luminally incorporated BM-derived endothelial cells was confirmed by systemic perfusion of fluorescently labeled isoelectric GS-B4, which specifically binds to the luminal surface of endothelial cells in vessels with active blood circulation (8, 9). Macrometastases were dissected from the lungs, and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis showed that the luminally incorporated BM-derived endothelial cells (GFP+Lectin+CD31+CD11b-) represent on average 12.7 ± 2.9% of total endothelial cells (Lectin+CD31+CD11b-) (Fig. 1, D and E).

To confirm that these events also occur in a model of spontaneous metastasis, we transplanted syngeneic GFP+ BM into MMTV-PyMT transgenic mice, a model of breast cancer. Pulmonary micrometastases were detected in the mice at 12 weeks of age, and these lesions progressed into numerous macrometastases by week 16 (Fig. 2A). Notably, GFP+ BM-derived cells colonized with the metastatic lesions (Fig. 2B). As observed in the LLC model, the micrometastases were avascular and lacked CD31+ vessels (Fig. 2C), whereas macrometastases were infiltrated by CD31+ and CD11b+ cells (Fig. 2D), which indicated that these lesions had undergone an angiogenic switch at this defined window. Histology revealed vessel-incorporated GFP+ CD31+ BM-derived endothelial cells (Fig. 2E). Further quantification showed that 11.7 ± 3.7% of vessels in the metastases contained incorporated GFP+ BM-derived endothelial cells (Fig. 2F). We have previously shown that the BM-derived endothelial cells are derived from progenitor cells defined by cell surface expression of vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2), dim CD31, and Prominin I and lack various hematopoietic markers (8). Analysis of micrometastases showed infiltration of BM-derived GFP+ VE-cadherin+ EPCs in the peripheral region of the lesions (Fig. 3A). FACS analysis of the lungs bearing micro-
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